Collaborative Filtering (CF) 
Introduction
With the amount of the information available for individuals growing steadily, information overload has become a major problem for users. To make the information to serve users better, information filtering and recommendation schemes become more and more important. Collaborative filtering (CF) is a recent technique for such filtering and recommendation purposes.
With the number of users accessing the Internet growing, CF techniques are becoming increasingly popular as part of online shopping sites. These sites incorporate recommendation systems that suggest products to users based on products that like-minded users have ordered before. CF has many important applications [4, 5] in e-commerce, direct recommendations, and search engines. Users can get recommendations about many of their daily activities.
The goal of CF is to predict the preferences of one user, referred to as the active user, based on the preferences of a group of other users. The key idea is that the active user £ Portions of this work were supported by Grants IIS-0312366 and IIS-0219560 from the National Science Foundation. The extended version of this paper can be downloaded from http://www.cis.syr.edu/ wedu/Research/paper/ppcf03.pdf will prefer those items that like-minded users prefer, or that dissimilar users do not.
Today's CF systems have a number of disadvantages [4, 5] . The most important is that they are a serious threat to individual privacy. There is a great potential for individuals to share all kinds of information about places and things to do, see and buy, but the privacy risks are severe. Most online vendors collect buying information and preferences about their customers and make reasonable efforts to keep this data private. However, customer data is a valuable asset and it has been sold when some e-companies suffered bankruptcy.
Some people might be willing to selectively divulge information if they can get benefit in return. However, a significant number of people are not willing to divulge their information because of privacy concerns. The challenge is how can users contribute their personal information for CF purposes without compromising their privacy? One way to achieve privacy is to use anonymous techniques [1, 8] , which allow users to disclose their personal information without disclosing their identities. The biggest problem of using anonymous techniques is that there is no guarantee on the quality of the dataset. Canny shows another way to conduct CF without disclosing each user's private data [4, 5] .
We propose a new scheme (Fig. 1 [6] . We compared the predictions that are calculated based on original data with the predictions on randomized data.
Related Work
Canny proposes two schemes for PPCF [4, 5] . In these schemes, users control all of their own private data; a community of users can compute a public "aggregate" of their data without disclosing individual users' data. The aggregate allows personalized recommendations to be computed by members of the community, or by outsiders. Each user uses local computation to get personalized recommendations. While Canny's work focuses on the peer-to-peer framework, in which users actively participate in the CF process, our work focuses on another framework, in which users do not participate in the CF process; only the central place needs to conduct CF.
There are two general classes of CF algorithms (memory-based and model-based) [3] . The task in CF is to predict the votes of a particular user (the active user) based on a database of user votes from a population of other users (the user database) [3] . The user database consists of a set of votes Ú corresponding to the vote for user on item .
GroupLens introduced an automated collaborative filtering system using a neighborhood-based algorithm [7, 9] . An extension of the GroupLens algorithm, which we use in our study in here was proposed by [6] . If the Ú is user 's vote on item , Ú is the mean vote of the user , and is the standard deviation for the user , then the z-scores (Þ ) can be defined as: Þ Ú Ú µ . Herlocker et al. [6] account for the differences in spread between users' rating distributions by converting ratings to z-scores, and compute a weighted average of the z-scores:
where is the counter that shows the number of items that both the active user and the user have rated. and are standard deviations of the active user 's ratings and the user 's ratings, respectively. Þ and Þ are z-score values for active user and the user , respectively. Randomized perturbation scheme was used by Agrawal and Srikant to solve privacy-preserving data mining problems [2] . The paper shows that it is possible to build decision tree classifiers if data is disguised using the RP scheme. Our work solves a different but related problem.
Privacy Preserving CF Using RP
There are several ways to hide numbers or information. To hide a number , a simple way is to add a random number Ö to it. Although we cannot do anything to since it is disguised, we can conduct certain computations if we are interested in the aggregate data, rather than each individual data.
The basic idea of RP is to perturb the data in such a way that certain computations can be done while preserving users' privacy. Although information from each individual user is scrambled, if the number of users is significantly large, the aggregate information of these users can be estimated with decent accuracy. Such property is useful for computations that are based on aggregate information. Scalar product and sum are among such computations and used in CF algorithms.
Let and be the original vectors, where 
In the long run, the values of È Ò ½ Ú , È Ò ½ Ö , È Ò ½ Ö Ú , and È Ò ½ Ö will converge to zero.
CF with privacy using RP techniques
Our goal of CF using RP techniques is to achieve privacy and produce recommendations with high accuracy. However, achieving privacy and producing accurate recommendations are two conflicting goals. We propose a technique to achieve a good balance between the privacy and the accuracy.
Without privacy concerns, the server, which has a central database containing ratings from all users can calculate the Ô Õ (predicted vote for active user on item Õ) based on active user's known ratings and the query (for which item he/she is looking for prediction) using the Eq. (1).
With the privacy concerns, the server should not know the true data of each user including the active users. We use the RP technique to achieve data disguise. In our approach, users add a random number to each of their actual ratings that they want to disguise, and send the results to the server. The server should not be able to find the true values of the ratings because of the random numbers. If we simplify the Eq. (1) and replace Û with È Þ ¡ Þ , then we get:
Since the active user and the other users have not rated all items, the counter, , is different from user to user. Only those items that have been rated by both the active user and the user are involved in computations. The entries for those items that have not been rated are zero.
Notice that the nominator part consists of a scalar product between vector ´Þ ½ Þ Ò µ and vector Õ ´Þ ½Õ Þ ÒÕ µ. If the server can compute the scalar products for all 's, it can send the results of the scalar products to the active user who can easily compute the nominator part. The denominator part is even simpler. All the server needs to do is to send the result of È Ò ½ Þ for each to the active user.
We develop the following scheme that preserves the privacy while still allowing the producing accurate recommendations. First, the server decides on a range « « , and let each user know. Then, each user calculates the z-scores Þ for the items that he/she has rated. Finally, each user creates Ò uniformly-random numbers Ö in the range « « , where Ò is the total number of items that user has rated. User then generates the disguised z-scores Þ ¼ Þ · Ö and sends the results (Ò disguised z-scores) to the server.
After getting all the disguised z-scores Þ ¼ from many users, the server can now provide CF services to active users based on the following facts from Eq. (2) and (3):
To get a recommendation for item Õ, the active user computes the z-scores Þ for those items that he/she has rated before. Then, the server sends the results of (4) and (5) to compute Ô ¼ Õ and Ô Õ . To protect the private data, the range of the random numbers is critical. To understand how the range affects the accuracy, we associate the range with the distribution of the original data. When the distribution is standard normal distribution, i.e. the distribution is a normal distribution with the mean ( ) being ¼ and the standard deviation ( ) being ½, the ranges for certain percentiles can be looked up from a table. From now on, we use to represent the percentile.
There are several ways we can disguise the original data. In fixed range scheme, we use a fixed range to generate random numbers. In random range scheme, after deciding on the range of the random numbers, each user randomly generates a number « within this range, and then uses « « as the range to generate uniform random numbers.
Experimental Results
Although we use Jester and MovieLens datasets in our experiments, we only show the results of MovieLens (ML) million dataset. There are two ML datasets (ML public data and ML million data) available. ML million data consists of approximately 1 million ratings for approximately 3,500 movies made by 7,463 users. Ratings are made on a 5-star scale. We use the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the standard deviation ( ) as criteria in our evaluation.
Methodology
The outline of our procedure can be described as follows. First, we randomly selected 3,000 users for training and 300 users for testing from ML million dataset. Then, for each active user selected randomly from the testing dataset, we randomly select an item and use our randomized-perturbation-based scheme and the original algorithm, respectively, to predict the ratings on this item for this active user. Finally, we calculate the difference of these two ratings and run this prediction procedure for 100 times and calculate the mean absolute error and standard deviation of the errors.
We hypothesize that the privacy and accuracy depend on several factors including the selection of « (fixed or random «), the values ( ¼±, ±, ±, or ±) that affect the range of the random numbers («), the total number of users, and the total number of items. Therefore, we conducted several experiments to show how these factors affect accuracy.
We hypothesize that the RP techniques give more accurate results when the number of users and/or items increases. To test this hypothesis, we conducted three groups of experiments: for the first and the second groups, we try to keep the number of users the same while changing the number of items; for the second and the third groups, we try to keep the number of items the same while changing the number of users. Since the third group needs to involve a large number of users, we conduct the third group of experiments on dense datasets. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 depict our results on ML million dataset. The results get much better when we use the random-« scheme to generate the random numbers. When the range of the random numbers is random from ¼ ¬ , the distribution of all the random numbers is not uniform in range ¬ ¬ ; the probability of choosing a number near 0 is larger than the probability of choosing a number near ¬ or ¬. The smaller the random number, the more accurate the result. 
Experimental results

Groups of Experiments
Mean Absolute Errors γ=50%, random α γ=95%, random α γ=50%, fixed α γ=95%, fixed α First Group n=154 t=154
Second Group n=143 t=265
Third Group n=1000 t=261 Second Group n=143 t=265
Third Group n=1000 t=261
Figure 3. Standard deviations of the errors
The results also get better when we choose a smaller value. When is small, the range of random numbers is also small. As we know, when the range is small, we have less randomness; thus the accuracy can be improved.
The results are better when we increase the value of Ò (the total number of users) and Ø (the total number of items). In our scheme, increasing Ò and Ø is equivalent to increasing the amount of data involved in the sum and the scalar product computations. The more data we have for these two computations, the more accurate the approximation will be.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a solution to the PPCF problem using the RP scheme. Our solution makes it possible for servers to collect private data from users for CF purposes without compromising users' privacy requirements. Our experiments have shown that our solution can achieve accurate prediction compared to the prediction based on the original data.
We believe that accuracy of our scheme can be further improved if more aggregate information is disclosed along with the disguised data, especially those aggregate information whose disclosure does not compromise much of users' privacy.
